Selby and Ainsty Flooding update from Nigel Adams MP
Tragically we have once again suffered a major flooding event. Homes and businesses have been
flooded leaving a muddy mess as the water receded – destroying stock in shops and businesses
and the furniture and possessions of home owners. While I have not yet personally visited I have
been receiving continuous updates which have enabled me to make the immediate case for help
in the towns and villages affected by the latest flooding event.
These notes summarise what I am aware of and the immediate actions being taken. If you are
aware of other locations that have been affected please let me know.
As I said in the press “The latest flooding in Tadcaster, Kirby Wharfe and Brotherton, is devastating
for the businesses and homeowners affected. In Tadcaster it is incredibly frustrating as the
government allocated £11 million back in 2019 for improved flood defences and as yet the scheme
has not started. I have been in regular contact with the Environmental Agency since the £11 million
was put aside to protect Tadcaster homes and businesses, but it is high time for the EA to get its
finger out and deliver the flood defences the town urgently needs.”

The Right Honourable Nigel Adams MP for Selby and Ainsty.

Nigel.Adams.MP@parliament.uk
T: 0207 219 7141
A: House of Commons, Westminster, London, SW1A 0AA
A: 17 High Street,Tadcaster, North Yorkshire. LS24 9AP

Timeline – Key events reported to me
Monday 21 February
07.28 - Notified by member of staff that there was serious flooding in Tadcaster.
07.34 – Further update advising that East side businesses were flooded
08.15 – Kirkby Wharfe – Report from site - Flood defences holding but water rising rapidly.
08.48 – Photos received from Tadcaster showing Bridge Street flooded up as far as the junction
with Kirkgate, the road closed and the area evacuated.
09.56 – Bishopdyke system checked – no change seen from previous day when it was also checked
due to storm warnings having been issued by the EA.
11.30 – Flood Minister given verbal update – raising the need for recovery funding and faster
delivery of the flood protection scheme for Tadcaster.
16.38 – Return visit to Kirkby Wharfe where Fire Service were pumping water out from behind the
defences. One property flooded internally. Village cut off with the only access via farm tracks. Fire
service advised that they had previously been to Brotherton where 2 homes were flooded and 10
more at risk. They also rescued two tethered ponies trapped in flood water.
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17.47 – Visit to Brotherton where 18 homes on one street were surrounded by dirty flood water
loaded with sewage. Large pump running and portaloos on site. Two homes flooded.
Tuesday 22 February
04.00 – Tadcaster flood water recedes from Bridge Street
06.00 – Clean up begins in Sainsbury – which re-opened in the afternoon.
10.20 –Brotherton - Visit to assess performance of pumping operation – still a strong sewage
outflow from drains. The 6” pump had run overnight and kept pace – and was still running.
11.10 – Kirkby Wharfe – pumps running in No 7 garden to try to prevent the home flooding.
12.30 – Tadcaster Gather information about the impact – visit the stove shop, hardware store,
beauticians, florists, Dentist, homes on Wharfe Bank Terrace, business centre, medical centre,
Sainsbury and new homes on Mill Lane. Recovery operation in full swing with Selby Council
support much in evidence. Road closed to enable street to be used to dump rubbish for removal.
Check on PLP and how effective it was.
Wednesday 23 February
09.30 - Visit A19 – See the road is open and flood water lapping at the edges of causeway.
12.00 – Tadcaster – Meet with Cllr David Jeffels from North Yorkshire County Council ( he helped
secure the funding for the £11m scheme ) - Visit dentist and review PLP performance and the
trajectory of the flooding

Every flood event is different
Any rain that falls on the East side of the Pennines for about 100km from the Swale to the Calder
has to find its way to the sea via Selby District and the Rivers Ouse, Wharfe or Aire and Calder.
The Vale of York is flat and water is slow moving with low lying land drained by ditches. Peak River
flow is managed by diverting the flow into flood storage areas. Every storm has a different rainfall
pattern. It matters which river takes the water and how much rain falls locally so every flood
event is different. However there are pinch points, like Tadcaster, where flooding is most likely to
occur.
The sequence of Eunice, Franklin and Gladys saw rainfall in the Pennines but less heavy rain locally
and so the worst of the flooding has been from rivers. Of the rivers the Wharfe in Tadcaster rose
particular quickly and flooded Tadcaster, Kirkby Wharfe and Ulleskelf.

Above – River level in Tadcaster showing rapid increase and peak of approx. 3 metres on 21 Feb
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Above – River Aire at Chapel Haddlesey over the same period – a bigger peak on Saturday and
then several days level while flood water was flowing into temporary flood storage areas.

Above – The water level in Roall Ings which provide River Aire flood storage alongside the A19.

Summary - Where the flooding occurred and immediate actions
Tadcaster - At least 25 properties, most of them businesses were flooded on the East Bank and
then up Bridge Street on the West side of the town. A very quick and effective clean up operation
but large amounts of stock was destroyed. Where Property Level Protection was deployed there
was varying degrees of success. Bridge Street was closed for a day to make it easier to clean up
and dispose of rubbish.
Kirkby Wharfe - One home flooded. Aquadam deployed and pumping operation to prevent other
properties from being flooded.
Brotherton – Backflow from the sewage system causing the street outside 18 properties to fill with
sewage. Fire service attended and a large pump was deployed to prevent flood water rising.
Portaloos brought in. Two homes flooded internally. Yorkshire Water and the EA both
investigating.
Ulleskelf – Sewage leakage and flood bank leakage caused flooding at the West End of the village.
6 properties believed to have been flooded internally.
A19 – surrounded by flood water as Roall Ings filled up but no damage detected.
Cawood pumping station / Bishopdyke system – There is a fault in the pumping station and so
there was concern that it might lead to flooding. In the event it didn’t because of the relatively
light local rainfall. Nevertheless, the problem is being addressed as a matter of urgency by
Yorkshire water and the Environment Agency.
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Follow up actions
1. The slow progress of the flood defence scheme in Tadcaster and the need for financial
support was raised with the flood minister on Monday morning. This will be followed up
with a meeting as soon as details of the event are available.
2. Investigation by Yorkshire Water into the Brotherton flooding.
3. Assessment of the flooding in Ulleskelf.
4. Propose a review of PLP performance and best practice in using it. Performance varied
significantly between properties – in some cases up to 3 feet of water were held back and
in others it held back a minimal amount.
5. Seek earlier delivery of Tadcaster scheme and if not possible then ensure interim
measures are taken to improve protection for the town.
6. Make the case for financial support from Government.
7. Make the case for improving the Flood insurance offer available to businesses.

Photo log and site by site observations
Tadcaster

Moday Morning

Sainsbury Cleaned up by noon on Tuesday
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Tuesday morning – The clean up underway

East side – Where it flooded first over the bank
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Comment – The river flooding happened very quickly. The Flood Group got the word out and PLP
was deployed and preparations made. Even so damage was extensive and approx. 25 properties –
mainly businesses flooded – large amounts of stock was damaged and had to be dumped. The
clean-up was fast with SDC and NYCC providing immediate response. Fire Service attended to
pump out cellars.
Tadcaster Flood Alleviation scheme – if the full scheme will take until 2026 to complete then
interim improvements are required and this will be made clear in the forthcoming meeting with
the flood minister.

Effectiveness of PLP
Most businesses and homes in Tadcaster have PLP and it was deployed. Properties in Brotherton
also had PLP and had also deployed it. Effectiveness varied between it holding back 50 to 70cm of
water to holding back a minimal amount. This needs to be properly assessed. Sainsbury deployed
PLP and held back sufficient water for the depth in the store to be less than 5cm. Virtually no stock
was lost due to flooding but perishable food that passed its sell by date while the store was closed
was lost. The store opened on Tuesday afternoon after a special team came in at 6am to start the
clean- up.
Similarly on Bridge Street the PLP at the dentists held back about 75cm of water outside ( to the
red line below) while inside the water was below skirting board height at about 5cm. A
combination of pumping and PLP achieved this. This enabled the surgery to re-open on
Wednesday – in preparation all essential equipment had been moved out or upstairs. Other
properties did not fare so well with water entering some from unprotected rear doors or via
cellars and ground water.
In the medical centre the PLP held back most water but about 5cm got in. Even a small amount of
water carries mud and dirt with it. The centre opened on the following day.

Dental surgery – Red line is max flood level
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Medical centre with mess left by
shallow flood water
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Kirkby Wharfe
If Tadcaster floods then Kirkby Wharf follows shortly afterwards or sometimes before. The village
defences held well but a point was reached when water ran around the end and despite the
deployment of pumps one of the cottages flooded – for the fourth of fifth time since 2012.

The flood barrier holding back 50cm of water

Pumping operation

The garden at No 7 after the house flooded

Comparison with previous events

Both approach roads closed by flooding. The only access was a via farm yard and farm track
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Brotherton – Marsh Croft
The street was flooded as sewage flowed out of manholes along the street causing it to flood to a
depth of 40cm. A large pump was brought in and portaloos installed as the 18 properties could not
use their toilets. The matter is now under investigation by Yorkshire Water who have been on-site
and will clean up the sewage deposited around the homes and in gardens. Two properties were
flooded internally.

Sewage pumped away from next to back door

The portaloos for the 18 properties

Ulleskelf – Further information to follow
Current assessment is that 6 homes were flooded. Water overtopped the flood defence at a low
spot and there was also sewage leakage from manholes linked to the sewer pipe under the flood
storage area and which connects to Kirkby Wharfe. There was no flow of sewage from Kirkby
Wharfe because the sewage outflow had been stoppered to prevent backflow.
New road / Raw Lane was closed due to flooding and in the past it has taken two weeks or more
for it to be re-opened. The issue of roads being closed for extended periods will be taken up with
the Flood Minister.

New Lane / Raw Lane with submerged
car on a previous flooding event

Ryther
Roads through and out of the village have been closed due to flooding. Repair of the bank has
started. Further information is being gathered as the village usually suffers when there is a
flooding event.
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Acaster Selby
It has been reported that two properties flooded internally and the hamlet was cut off.

Newland
It has been reported that the new sheet steel piling flood wall leaked. No homes were flooded.
The EA are aware of the places where leaks occurred and are taking action to rectify.
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Some Good News
Cawood pumping station
Problems with Cawood pumping station were being addressed by the EA and Yorkshire Water
before the storm sequence. The water level in the Bishopdyke system was a cause for concern so
it was being monitored closely. The system deals with local rainfall and since the flooding was
mainly due to rain on the Pennines no problems arose. Yorkshire Water plan to attend site and
undertake remedial work in the near future.

The radial gate valve which limits flow through Cawood

South Milford
South Milford has a history of flooding when there is localised heavy rain. Major works were
undertaken on the culvert some years ago by Yorkshire Water and since then there has been no
further incident. However a critical component is the debris screen at the top of the culvert which
carries the water under Main Street. The flood group also have designed a catchment slow the
flow system for which they are awaiting planning permission.
Removing debris from the Wain Gap
screen – without this water gets diverted
under flood conditions and runs down the
High Street and into homes.
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Carlton West Bank / Hirst Courtney
No flooding was reported but residents are concerned that the water storage area is now full and
so there is minimal capacity left to deal with another period of prolonged rain. At present none is
forecast and the level of water in the storage reservoir is expected to start to reduce. The River
Aire is still high.

Carlton Marsh water storage level

River Aire at Carlton Bridge – where it is tidal – hence the oscillations

A19 Between Chapel Haddlesey and Eggborough
It cost £7M to rebuild the road after the last flood event. The new road has flood water lapping
the sides of the causeway but traffic is flowing normally.
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Document control
Issue 1 24 Feb 2022 - Any numbers given are subject to verification and are included to provide
an early indication of the impact of the event.
This summary only covers locations where Nigel Adams had been informed about flooding.
If you detect any errors, omissions or inaccuracies please let me know. This is a working
document and as such can be changed and added to.

H Ferguson
07860 310808
Howard.ferguson@parliament.uk
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